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IGD was built with a vision to have a lot of features one of them being the “ IGD
EXCHANGE APP” to differentiate us from our competitors more will come,but its greatest
strength lies in the team behind it.

IGD is a decentralized crypto currency token with total fix supply of 2.2 BILLION tokens
and in the near future it is also possible that we will burn/mint some coins. IGD is the next
big project, which will flourish through to becoming one of the dominant coins/tokens in
the cryptocurrency market due to the high ambitions of team and partners.

IGD is launching on binance smart chain because BSC is a high-end blockchain
infrastructure created by Binance, one of the world leaders in providing blockchain
solutions. Binance Smart Chain was designed to fulfill the same purposes as Ethereum -
the ability to launch tokens, smart contracts and decentralized applications - but with a
much better efficiency. While the Ethereum network uses a token format called ERC-20,
the BSC blockchain has its original, innovative token format: BEP-20. Tokens utilizing the
BEP-20 format can be purchased, sold and transferred with the fees that can be 30-100x
lower compared to Ethereum fees. Not only the fees, but also the transaction times of
Binance Smart Chain are much lower than Ethereum’s. Overall, BSC is simply a much
more effective solution than ETH.

Since IGD is a project seeking to be an inclusive project and enable crypto enthusiasts of
the entire financial spectrum to be a part of the community, choosing the more cost-
efficient solution for the community was the obvious choice to make.

INTRODUCTION 
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we have decided to create IGD Token to support the forgotten communities and provide
reassurance that you can invest in something that is operated by your fellow Brothers
who will not seek to steal from you.

We want to give the Muslim,Non-Muslim,poor and third-world communities a legitimate
cryptocurrency investment that has meaning and security for all of us; investors can be
safe knowing that we will not steal .

Cryptocurrency does not have to be associated with greed, the rich or with fraudsters. It
can benefit ordinary people, like you and us.

IGD will be the most user-friendly and scalable payments-focused cryptocurrency in the
world." To accomplish this, the project relies on a network of masternodes, which are
servers backed by collateral that are designed to provide advanced services securely and
governance over IGD proposal system. In exchange for part of the block rewards,
masternodes provide a second layer of services to the network.

IGD is marketed to both individual users and institutions, including merchants, financial
services, traders and those who need to send international remittances.

Our aim is quality and equality over quantity to put some balance into the wealth of the
world. we do not aim to get big shark/investors for our project, we want the people who
want to grow with us (holders)so that we all get wealthy together.

IGD FOUNDERS noble mission is to help the charity around the world (education, dig a
well, green energy) so that’s why they decided to give their 2.5% of profit to the charity.
So basically our aim is to create a easy to understand platform where anyone can invest
and earn also help the world in need of charity work.

We call our currency the Islamic Gold Dinar, perhaps a reminder of the great time of the
Islamic Empire.

Our vision
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TOKEN UTILITY
BUYING - 15% TAX SELLING - 15% TAX

Contract Address
0x3b2181bb198258259b9256f8c4adc49f41f7e78e

2 % Rewards
3 % LP
10 % Marketing

 5 % Rewards
 5 % LP
 5 % Marketing
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Binance Smart Chain

2,200,000,000

TBA

18

Network

Total Supply

Initial Market Cap

Decimals

Foundation 2.5%

40% Liquidity Pool

25% Listing

20% Team

Advisors 2.5%

TOKENOMICS

Marketing 10%



Listing on Bitmart and Whitebit
New Partnerships for major
exchange listings
IGD Exchange App 10/07/2022

Website Launch
Marketing Strategy
Social Media Setup
Contract Audit
Pre-Sale Launch
PancakeSwap Launch
Website Re-Design

ROADMAP

Q1,2021

Q3,2022

Q4,2022

Q2,2022
Influencer Marketing
Coingecko Listing
Coinmarketcap Listing

NFT Collection Sale of 10,000
Items
Large Influencers marketing push
Listings on major CEX
Listing on Coinbase
Listing on Binance
Listing on KuCoin
TV and Radio Interviews
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OUR AMAZING TEAM

Kamal, London/UK
Ceo/Founder

Snipe, Islamabad/Pakistan
Developer

 
 

Mehmet, Istanbul/Ukraine
Graphic Designer

Customers Support
Team In House

(TBA)

Marketing Team In
House
(TBA)

Partners In
Malaysia,Indonesia,UAE

More TBA

Mike, Berlin/Germany
Developer

Vladimir, Kiev/Ukraine
Graphic Designer

Dyer, Nicosia/Cyprus
Ceo/Founder

Moh, Abu Dhabi/UAE
Ceo/Founder
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CONCLUSION
The IGD Token community started with the sees of an idea. what could happen with no
centralized team, no funding, and no direct leadership? Could decentralization actually work?
Could we follow the perfect storm of digital currencies, like BTC or DOGE, except perpetuate
something that is fully community-driven, instead?

This is the beginning of a new era for decentralized communities. When the time is right (because
good things can't be rushed), IGD Token will be the crucial point of contact between the
decentralized world and global communities, allowing us to actualize our vision of the widespread
adoption of cryptocurrency again, we would like to say thank you to each and every one of you.
Without your participation, none of this would be possible.

it's time for us to begin

https://t.me/IGDTOKEN

https://mobile.twitter.com/igdtoken

https://instagram.com/igdtoken?utm_medium=copy_link

http://linkedin.com/in/igd-token-89b336227

https://golddinar.co.uk/
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https://golddinar.co.uk/
https://t.me/BravedogeOfficial
https://t.me/IGDTOKEN
https://mobile.twitter.com/dinar_crypto
https://instagram.com/igdtoken?utm_medium=copy_link
http://linkedin.com/in/igd-token-89b336227
https://golddinar.co.uk/


THANK YOU
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